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INTRODUCTION
For a long time, the architecture typically used for enterprise applications and their database back-end
systems placed them in an intranet, protected behind several firewall layers. The connection between the
SAP Application Server and its database was considered secure and authenticated with user and password.
The increase in external and insider threats and regulatory requirements now compels enterprises to
implement more secure technologies. One of the most important is using X.509 public key certificates with
the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol as an addition to or a complete replacement of user and
password credentials.
In the SAP on IBM Z context, such a switch can be challenging, as customers have experienced. There is a
lot of documentation available, but most of it describes only specific facets of the setup process. Different
skills related to other IT domains are involved, and a slight mistake anywhere results in no connection.
Sometimes error messages do not point straight to the origin of the problem. Therefore, getting an encrypted
certificate-based authentication/data traffic to Db2 to work is not as simple as it should be.
Solution overview
We first configured a reference dual usage type SAP PI installation (with ABAP and Java instances) using
standard user and password credentials for its Application Server to Db2 on IBM Z connections. We took all
the necessary actions to move from this authentication method to TLS with client certificate authentication,
starting with those described in SAP Note 1862520 “Db2 z/OS: passwordless certificate based database
logon”.
This guide describes the essential characteristics/attributes of our SAP on IBM Z system and provides
samples of configuration files and scripts. We reference existing official documentation and focus on gaps/
differences and necessary enhancements. By doing the implementation step by step, we found which
information is assumed as known by the reader, missing, or outdated.
This document should help you efficiently implement TLS client certificate authentication for your SAP on
IBM Z environment. Note that we describe mutual authentication, which is a two-way authentication between
the client and the server.
To set up the z/OS side, we used the IBM Redpaper Db2 for z/OS: Configuring TLS/SSL for Secure Client/
Server Communications. It describes seven steps to configure Db2 for z/OS as a server with TLS/SSL
support:
1. Configure the Policy Agent as a started task in z/OS.
2. Define the security authorization for the Policy Agent.
3. Define the Policy Agent configuration files.
4. Configure AT-TLS.
5. Define the AT-TLS policy rules.
6. Create and configure digital certificates in RACF.
7. Configure a secure port for the Db2 for z/OS server.
Updates May 2022
Since the first publication of this guide in November 2020, we developed improvements and simplifications to
our reference setup. Therefore it was time for a major update.
The essential environment change was the upgrade of our IBM Z hardware to z14 and z15. All systems with
z/OS 2.3 were upgraded to z/OS 2.4 or 2.5; therefore, we can now use AT-TLS options for TLS version 1.3
sysplex-wide.
We reworked the sections under General considerations into a more logical structure. We installed and
configured three new Db2 data sharing groups, thereby finding a way to improve the certificate hierarchy and
remove duplicate AT-TLS definitions. We subsequently updated most of the original samples and scripts.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
This chapter provides information and guidance about the different parts of this setup. While we try to remain
general, we are not exhaustive, and we focus on the properties required for our needs. For a complete
reference, please refer to the official standards publications. You may skip any of these sections if you are
familiar with the concepts explained.
Options for encryption and authentication
The most suitable implementation choices you have are:
• no data encryption / encrypt data with TLS
• user and password credentials / client certificate
Combining these choices results in the following four methods:
1. No TLS, authentication with user and password credentials.
This is the previous method, which we want to replace.
2. TLS, authentication with user and password credentials. With this method, the credentials are sent to the
server after the TLS handshake, during the secure communication phase, and are encrypted.
3. TLS, client certificate authentication during the TLS handshake.
This is the most secure method because certificates provide additional management features (expiry date,
revocation lists) and are not as easily leaked as passwords.
4. Same as previous, but no data encryption (use a NULL cipher suite).
Some customers have requested this method because of performance issues during the secure
communication phase. It shall not be used on not-secure networks.
We provide variants for the second and fourth methods. Still, most of the recommendations and scripts in
this guide are aimed at implementing the third method: TLS with client certificate authentication.
X.509 certificates
X.509 is a standard for public key certificates, also known as digital certificates. Certificates are used for
TLS, among others, and contain public information needed for anybody wishing to communicate with its
owner. In this guide, will we use the terms certificate and digital certificate as a shorthand for digital
certificates in the X.509 format.
Because of their complex structure, you create and manage digital certificates with the help of dedicated
programs, such as the Java keytool , for which we provide samples in the section Certificate management.
For our purposes, certificates shall contain at least information about:
• the owner’s identity in the field Subject Name, for example, a Common Name, a Country, etc.
• a validity period, after which the certificate is considered invalid
• a list of valid certificate usages, for example, server authentication
• a list of hostnames in the field Subject Alternative Names for server certificates (here Db2)
• the owner’s public key with related information, such as the key algorithm: RSA or EC (elliptic curves)
The private key, which is mathematically related to the public key, must be kept secret and never be shared
with anyone else. Certificate owners usually store the private keys securely, for example, in passwordprotected keystores, key databases, etc.
When a certificate is created, its data is hashed and signed with the private key. The signature is included in
the certificate file. In this case the certificate is called self-signed.
Anyone who gets a copy of the certificate can use a program to verify with the public key that the signature
matches the certificate content. The certificate is consistent, but this does not mean that it can really be
trusted. And many important infrastructure components, such as Java and Node.js, are configured per
default to reject self-signed certificates.
Certification authorities
To solve this trust problem, we input the certificate into a so-called Certificate Signing Request (CSR) and
send this CSR to a trusted third party named a Certification Authority (CA). The CA has a process to verify
the submitter’s identity and claims for this CSR. Depending on the CA, it may require the submitters to send
a copy of their ID, prove that they own the hostnames in the list, pay a fee, etc.
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If all verifications are successful, the CA updates parts of the certificate (new validation period, hostnames
list) and signs it with its own CA certificate. The CA sends the signed certificate back to the submitter for use
in place of the previous self-signed certificate.
A self-signed CA certificate is called a root CA certificate. If another CA signed it, it is called an intermediate
CA certificate. Certificates from trusted certification authorities usually are provided with the operating system
or installed by your administrators. The whole list from the root CA to the user certificate is called a certificate
chain or a certificate hierarchy.

Figure 1: Example certificate chain
To verify a certificate, among other checks described in section TLS, we verify all signatures from the
certificate to the self-signed root CA certificate. If all checks pass and we trust the root, we trust this
certificate.
Solutions for internal certificates
Certificates used by web servers are signed by well-known public CAs such as Let’s Encrypt. Since 2015,
these CAs have required the servers to be publicly accessible for verification. But as in many enterprises, all
our servers are accessible from the internal network only, and we may create client certificates without
hostnames.
Therefore, many enterprises implement an internal public key infrastructure (PKI) with their own CA
certificates for use by their internal users. In this case, ask for instructions about certificate creation and
signing because the verification process may significantly vary.
If your company does not already have an internal PKI, many free solutions are available on the market.
With a license of z/OS, IBM provides PKI Services too, which can be customized to your enterprise needs.
All of these solutions require an implementation effort. An alternative for rapid prototyping in isolated test
environments is to use sample scripts from section Certificate Management to simulate a CA with its own
self-signed root certificate.
TLS
Transport Layer Security is a set of cryptographic protocols designed for encrypted and secure
communication over a network.
TLS is the successor to Secure Sockets Layers (SSL). The following paragraphs provide an overview of
TLS, focusing on the parts relevant to our configuration.
The TLS protocols consist of two main phases:
• the handshake
• the secure communication
During the handshake, the client and server negotiate the communication attributes. Both partners must
agree on a TLS cipher suite and a set of session-specific secret keys.
To protect these secrets against eavesdropping, the client and the server use public-key cryptography
protocols with the public key inside of the X.509 certificate sent by the server at the beginning of the
handshake.
After the handshake, both partners use the chosen cipher suite with the secret session keys to encrypt all
data during the secure communication phase.
The figure below depicts a simplified overview of the TLS version 1.2 handshake without client authentication
between SAP and Db2. This is also the typical web client (browser) / web server scenario, since the HTTPS
protocol relies on TLS.
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Figure 2: Simplified TLS v1.2 handshake
During the handshake, the client verifies the validity of the server certificate. Moreover, the client checks that
the server hostname is included in the certificate hostnames list. Do all signatures match? What is the
expiration date? And so on.
This validation is also called server authentication.
When client certificate authentication is enabled, the server also requests the client’s X.509 certificate, and
validates it with similar checks (but not the hostname). If successful and if the server was configured to
associate the certificate with a user ID, then the client successfully authenticates as this ID.

Figure 3: Simplified TLS v1.2 handshake with client certificate authentication
In the example displayed in the figure above, SAP successfully authenticated as R3USER to Db2 on z/OS.
Without client certificate authentication, SAP would have to use a traditional authentication method, for
example, user and password credentials, and send them to Db2 during the secure communication phase.
TLS version support
SSL and TLS versions up to 1.1 are no longer secure, and you should not use them anymore.
TLS version 1.2 (RFC 5246) was released in August 2008, is still widely used, and is secure if configured
with recommended cipher suites.
TLS version 1.3 (RFC 8446) was released in August 2018, improves performance, and fixes weaknesses
found in TLS v1.2. TLS v1.3 is on the way to becoming the global standard, as most significant browsers and
web servers have already adopted it. Due to its relative newness, it may not be implemented yet by some
key technology components.
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On the server side, TLS v1.3 is supported from current z/OS version 2.4, released 09/2019.
The SAP Java stack uses SAP JVM 8.1, which supports TLS v1.3 since build 8.1.064 (15.07.2020).
As of 05/2022, the current IBM Data Server Driver version 4.31.10 (Db2 level v11.5 M7 FP0) does not
officially support TLS v1.3 yet.
For this reason, we must use TLS v1.2 on both sides but configure the z/OS AT-TLS server profiles to accept
TLS v1.3. Thus, no configuration change will be required when clients support TLS v1.3.
AT-TLS
On the z/OS side, we use the natively provided Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS).
One of the advantages of AT-TLS is that you can configure different profiles for each application without
mutual impact. Moreover, AT-TLS can enable TLS for legacy z/OS applications without modifying their code.
The switch to TLS is really application transparent, and we could successfully test it in our environment with
an old installation of RMF DDS.
AT-TLS in z/OS 2.4, released 09/2019, introduces support for TLS v1.3 keywords in non-FIPS mode.
Be careful if your installation runs systems with z/OS 2.3 in the same Parallel Sysplex. These systems must
have a separate AT-TLS configuration because they will not interpret statements with the new keywords. For
example, setting TLSv1.3 Off and refreshing the AT-TLS policy on z/OS 2.3 results in the following error
message in /tmp/pagent.log :
Unknown attribute 'TLSv1.3' for TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms

Cipher suites
A critical part of implementing TLS is the choice of relevant cipher suites. Encryption security requirements
will reject all suites that provide weak algorithms. For the others, there are considerations regarding
performance, availability of hardware acceleration, newly published weaknesses, etc.
See the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP): OWASP cipher string recommendations for more
information about cipher suites.
You can find a list of cipher suites supported by z/OS in z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration
Reference – TTLSCipherParms statement.
In our environment, we control both sides: the client and the server. We can decide which cipher suites to
use and consequently reduce the list to a minimum. After TLS has been implemented and thoroughly tested,
you can even run with only one cipher in the list.
For TLS v1.2 in AT-TLS, we selected the following set of suites, preferred ones first:
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

⚠️ Note: For certificate authentication without data encryption, add a NULL cipher suite, for example:
TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA256

We could test TLS v1.3 with a simple web server on z/OS. The recommended suites are:
TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

Please consider the following when selecting cipher suites:
• For TLS v1.2 and certificates with RSA as a key algorithm, include suites with _RSA_ .
For TLS v1.2 and certificates with elliptic curves (EC) as a key algorithm, include suites with _ECDSA_ .
TLS v1.3 suites accept both types of key algorithms.
• TLS v1.3 forbids all suites considered not-secure. Especially when you enable both TLS versions
simultaneously, you cannot use suites with NULL ciphers.
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• AES with 128 bits is considered secure by current standards (05/2022).
AES with 256 bits is considered secure and should better resist attacks based on quantum algorithms but
uses more resources and is slower. As of 05/2022, the advantages of AES_256 over AES_128 are
primarily theoretical. Therefore, we can still prefer AES_128.
• As of 05/2022, TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 is implemented in software only on our clients and servers.
This suite is especially relevant for mobile users. Therefore, we did not exclude it.
• IBM Z hardware (up to z16) provides acceleration with the CPACF for TLS v1.2 suites with ECDHE but
not for suites with DHE.
Due to this last consideration, we removed the following suites from our recommendations:
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

Moreover, we had an issue with these ciphers, which use the Diffie-Hellman ephemeral (DHE) key exchange
algorithm. In May 2015, an attack on DHE named Logjam was published. Consequently, many security
products disabled DHE with key sizes less than 1024 bits, for example, in recent Java 8 versions. AT-TLS in
non-FIPS mode used DHE with a non-sufficient key size on our systems. To circumvent this issue, we added
the following parameter to TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms (see section AT-TLS configuration):
ServerEDHGroupSize

2048
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TEST ENVIRONMENT
Setup overview
On the z/OS side, we use three z/OS systems which are part of a bigger Sysplex and run on two different
CECs (Central Electronic Complex), a z14 and a z15:
• SAPD with z/OS 2.5 on a z14
• SAPJ with z/OS 2.4 on a z15
• SAPP with z/OS 2.4 on the same z14 as SAPD
Our initial setup for TLS consisted of a Db2 data sharing group named SGR , with Db2 version 12 and two
members, SGR1 and SGR2 , running on SAPD and SAPP . Since then, we updated SGR and configured three
new data sharing groups similarly for TLS: SGN , SGP , and SGT . These new groups all have two members,
one running on SAPD and the other on SAPJ . Display group command for SGR returns:
*** BEGIN DISPLAY OF GROUP(SGR
) CATALOG LEVEL(V12R1M507)
CURRENT FUNCTION LEVEL(V12R1M508)
HIGHEST ACTIVATED FUNCTION LEVEL(V12R1M508)
HIGHEST POSSIBLE FUNCTION LEVEL(V12R1M508)
PROTOCOL LEVEL(2)
GROUP ATTACH NAME(SGR )
--------------------------------------------------------------------DB2
SUB
DB2
SYSTEM
IRLM
MEMBER
ID SYS CMDPREF
STATUS
LVL
NAME
SUBSYS IRLMPROC
-------- --- ---- -------- -------- ------ -------- ----------SGR1
1 SGR1 -SGR1
ACTIVE
121509 SAPD
IGR1
SGR1IRLM
SGR2
2 SGR2 -SGR2
ACTIVE
121509 SAPP
IGR2
SGR2IRLM
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We provisioned a Linux on IBM Z guest system named ihls98 on z/VM version 7.2.0, with four virtual CPUs,
16 GB memory, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.5. It runs on the same z14 CEC as the z/OS to use the
HiperSockets connectivity.
On ihls98 , we installed a dual usage type SAP PI system based on NetWeaver 7.5, which comprises an
ABAP instance and a Java instance. In 2022, we installed additional SAP systems A51 and J51 on an IBM
AIX on Power system named isplp44 . For the underlying components, see Version details.
The following picture provides an overview of the relevant parts of our environments. The yet-to-configure
TLS parts are displayed in red.

Figure 4: Environment overview
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Cryptographic hardware configuration
For JDBC connections using TLS, z/OS requires the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF). ICSF
requires a cryptographic coprocessor. Please note that such a coprocessor is not required for Db2 CLI driver
connections using TLS, but it would add hardware acceleration and save service units for the CLI driver.
You can either configure dedicated hardware, such as IBM Crypto Express 7S (CEX7S), or the CP Assist for
Cryptographic Function (CPACF), which is activated on IBM Z Processor Units with no-charge enablement
feature #3863.
We configured an IBM Crypto Express 6S in Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA) mode. We used the
IBM Support Element task Cryptographic Configuration.
We assigned it to the LPAR in the IBM Support Element. Go to the task Change LPAR Cryptographic
Controls and select the corresponding LPAR. Then you see a panel similar to the picture below.

Figure 5: IBM Z cryptographic configuration
In Assigned Domains, choose Select Action → Add and set the domain type to Control and Usage. In
Assigned Cryptos, choose Select Action → Add too, and set Candidate and Online. Then click the Save and
Change button to save the Activation Profile and apply the changes.
As a next step, we configured and activated the cryptographic coprocessor in ICSF.
For Linux on IBM Z, an administrator must connect the cryptographic hardware as well, install the zcrypt
device driver, libica, the ibmca engine for openSSL, etc. Please refer to the IBM installation instructions.
Program versions
SAP DBA Cockpit version
Please make sure to run the version listed in SAP Note 2461759 – Db2-z/OS: CCMS: Failover Configuration
Tool – Error Corrections.
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Version details
Program

Version

Details

ODBC/CLI
driver

4.29.24
with special
build 10462

> /usr/sap/PIA/D02/exe/db2_clidriver/bin/db2level
DB21085I This instance or install (instance name, where applicable: "*") uses
"64" bits and DB2 code release "SQL11056" with level identifier "0607010F".
Informational tokens are "DB2 v11.5.6.0", "special_10462",
"DYN2109160751Z390_10462", and Fix Pack "0".
Product is installed at "/usr/sap/PIA/D02/exe/db2_clidriver".

4.31.24

> /usr/sap/A51/D00/exe/db2_clidriver/bin/db2level
DB21085I This instance or install (instance name, where applicable: "*") uses
"64" bits and DB2 code release "SQL11057" with level identifier "0608010F".
Informational tokens are "DB2 v11.5.7.0", "s2111221000", "DYN2111221000AIX",
and Fix Pack "0".
Product is installed at "/usr/sap/A51/D00/exe/db2_clidriver".

8 update
322

> java -version
openjdk version "1.8.0_322"
OpenJDK Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_322-b06)
OpenJDK 64-Bit Zero VM (build 25.322-b06, interpreted mode)

8.1.071

> /usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/sapjvm_8/bin/java -version
java version "1.8.0_281"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 8.1.071)
SAP Java Server VM (build 8.1.071 10.0.2+000, Jan 28 2021 10:28:51 81_REL - optU - linux zarch - 6 - bas2:323337 (mixed mode))

8.1.085

> /usr/sap/J51/J02/exe/sapjvm_8/bin/java -version
java version "1.8.0_321"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 8.1.085)
SAP Java Server VM (build 8.1.085 11.0.14+000, Jan 28 2022 13:35:38 81_REL - optU - aix ppc64 - 6 - bas2:332131 (mixed mode))

4.29.24

> java -cp /usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/db2jcc4.jar com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Jcc -info
IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and SQLJ 4.29.24
DB2 Connect Version: v11.5 M6 FP0

4.31.24

> java -cp /usr/sap/J51/J02/exe/db2jcc4.jar com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Jcc -info
IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and SQLJ 4.31.10
DB2 Connect Version: v11.5 M7 FP0

8.0.55.21

> gsk8ver_64
### Note: only parts of the output displayed here
Details of gskit in /sapfs/usr.sap/A51/D00/exe/db2_clidriver/lib/icc
Operating system is AIX isplp44 3 7 00C0BD204B00
FileVersion:
8.0.55.21
ProductName:
gsk8l (GoldCoast Build develop8) 210212
ProductVersion:
8.0.55.21

(PIA, 2021)

ODBC/CLI
driver
(A51, 2022)

Java
(Linux on
IBM Z,
2022)
SAP JVM
(PIJ, 2021)

SAP JVM
(J51, 2022)

JDBC
(PIJ, 2021)
JDBC
(J51, 2022)
IBM GSKit
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CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
TLS certificates can be created and tested before using Db2 and the SAP Application Servers. We first
design a hierarchical structure to organize our certificates. Then, we explain how to create the certificates
with the different security products: with the RACF command RACDCERT on z/OS, with IBM GSKit, and the
Java keytool on the application server side.
Storing certificates
Depending on the security product, different names describe the repository storing the TLS certificates for an
application. Java uses the terms keystore (default file extension .jks ) and truststore, GSKit uses a key
database (default file extension .kdb ), and in z/OS RACF, it is called a key ring.
The basic logic is the same: the repository contains the application’s certificate with its public and private key
and all public certificates in the signing chain, up to the root. The repository must have at least the root CA
certificate of the communication partner. The repository is protected, for example, by a password.
Certificates on z/OS are primarily stored in the RACF database and are either associated with a user ID or
defined as CERTAUTH certificates. All required certificates are connected to a RACF key ring. Each key ring
must have an owner user ID. The AT-TLS configuration references the existing key rings and uses them as
an entry point to select the appropriate certificates.
Store format
Java supports the default keystore format jks or pkcs12 . As PKCS #12 is proposed with RFC 7292, we
wanted to use this format. It did not work in our environment. We could not solve a TLS handshake error
during the JDBC connection. Therefore, we switched to the default format jks .
With GSKit, you can create a key database in format cms (default) or pkcs12 . We chose cms .
Certificates hierarchy
Many examples are based on self-signed certificates. They are convenient for prototyping in a development
environment but shall no longer be used.
In 2020, we used a simulation with two internal root CAs for our test environment. Based on z/OS, the first
one is called the SGR root. Based on Linux on IBM Z, the second one is called the COV Root. Both directly
sign the application certificates. Each root CA’s public certificate is imported into the other system. We
provide commands that you can reuse when importing your internal CA certificates.

Figure 6: Internal certificates hierarchy
The z/OS RACF command RACDCERT provides basic functions for working with X.509 certificates but is not
intended to provide all options. Using it for root certificate management in the previous version of this
document caused unnecessary complications. In 2022, we simplified this setup, dropped the SGR root, and
used the COV root to modify (if necessary) and sign all certificates, even those created in z/OS.
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Important certificate properties
We use the certificate key algorithm RSA with a key length of 2048 bits for all non-CA certificates.
In the field Subject name:
• Values for Country, State/Province, Locality, and Organization are the same for everybody
• Organizational Unit differs; we used it to categorize our servers, for example, “SAPonIBMZ Db2”. Public
CAs announced they would retire this field by August or September 2022, so you can let it empty.
• ⚠️ Common Name must not contain any host or domain name anymore. Write instead a short
description of the application or purpose, avoiding dots and using spaces characters so that it cannot be
interpreted as a host or domain name. Avoid special characters like * too. Example common name:
SAP ABAP A51 on isplp44

We set the certificate Validity to a common standard value. The signing CA will overwrite this field anyway.
The following fields are certificate extensions and shall have their critical bit set to true . We use the
following extensions for all non-CA certificates:
• Basic Constraints, Certificate Authority is false
• Key Usage: digital signature, key encipherment, data encipherment
• Extended Key Usage: client authentication, server authentication
Db2 and SAP can then use the same certificate to act as a server or as a client to another server.
The last critical extension is the Subject Alternative Name and contains all valid hostnames for the
application using the certificate. There are at least three important use cases for a server with several
hostnames in this field:
• Server may be temporarily moved to another host during hardware maintenance operations.
• Several names can be defined for the same host. For example, our z/OS system SAPD is accessible as
ihsapde , and ihsapdh with HiperSockets.
• All Db2 subsystems in the same Db2 data sharing group run on different hosts but use the same
certificate
As a result, the definitions may look like this (Common Name added for comparison purposes):
Common Name:
Db2 DSG SGR with two members in SAPplex
Subject Alt Names:
(critical=true)
DNS Name:
ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp
DNS Name:
ihsapdh.wdf.sap.corp
DNS Name:
ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp
DNS Name:
ihsapph.wdf.sap.corp
DNS Name:
ihsapje.wdf.sap.corp
...

⚠️ Please consider the following when setting the subject alternative names:
• Always use fully qualified domain names as hostnames. Do not include local hostnames without domain
name, such as ihsapde .
• Do not use host/domain names with wildcards, such as *.wdf.sap.corp .
• The standard allows for IP addresses: do not use them.
⚠️ For certificates created with RACDCERT , the property names differ. See example in Generate Db2
certificate. Ask your signing CA to set all missing extensions, such as the extended key usages and the
hostnames list.
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Certificates under z/OS in RACF
Import CA certificates into RACF
If the enterprise root/intermediate CA certificates are not already in RACF, you need to import them.
Assuming you have an internal CA certificate file covroot.pem (public key only, Base64 encode format):
1. FTP it in ASCII mode into a file in USS in your z/OS host
2. Copy it into a sequential data set in VB84 format, for example, with the name 'DPSADM.CERTS.COVROOT'
3. Check its validity, for example, with the command:
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('DPSADM.CERTS.COVROOT')

4. Submit the following job step for import:
//IMPORT EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTSIN DD *
RACDCERT CERTAUTH
ADD('DPSADM.CERTS.COVROOT')
WITHLABEL('COVROOT')
TRUST
/*

-

Repeat this step for all root and intermediate CA certificates to be imported. Keyword TRUST is required for
root CA certificates only: RACF will automatically propagate the trust status to all certificates signed by a
trusted certificate in CERTAUTH .
Simulate a root CA with RACF (optional, not recommended)
If you want to simulate a root CA, you can generate a self-signed root certificate with such a command:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH
GENCERT
SUBJECTSDN(
CN('SAPonIBMZ root CA')
O('SAP')
L('Walldorf')
SP('BW')
C('DE')
)
RSA SIZE(4096)
NOTAFTER(DATE(2023-12-31))
WITHLABEL('SAPonIBMZ root')
KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN)

-

Once generated, export this root certificate (public key only) into a data set in Base64 encode format:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH
EXPORT(LABEL('SAPonIBMZ root'))
DSN('DPSADM.CERTS.SGRROOT')

-

We will not use this root CA and its certificate further.
Import client certificates into RACF
In our environment, an SAP system PIA , an ABAP stack, was installed with Db2 connection user ID R3USER ,
and an SAP system PIJ , a Java stack, with connection user ID SAPJAVA . Import the respective client
certificates into RACF:
1. FTP them in ASCII mode into files in USS in your z/OS host
2. Copy these files into sequential data sets in VB84 format, for example, with the names
'DPSADM.CERTS.PIAADM' , and 'DPSADM.CERTS.PIJADM'
3. Check their validity before import, for example, with the command:
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('DPSADM.CERTS.PIAADM')

4. Submit the following RACDCERT command for import:
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RACDCERT ID(R3USER)
ADD('DPSADM.CERTS.PIAADM')
WITHLABEL('PIAADM')

-

Issue the same command for 'DPSADM.CERTS.PIJADM' with the label 'PIJADM' and ID(SAPJAVA) .
The main difference from the ADD for CA certificates is the keyword ID , which explicitly associates the
certificate to this user ID. As explained in previous section, keyword TRUST is not necessary, because the
signing CA certificate COVROOT was already imported into RACF and is trusted.
Other setups use RACDCERT MAP to associate a user ID to certificates. Mapping brought no advantage to our
environment. Therefore, we did not use it.
Db2 group certificate
Generate Db2 certificate
We generate a single certificate for Db2 data sharing group SGR with members SGR1 and SGR2 . We
associate it with SGRUSER , the functional Db2 user running all the group’s address spaces, such as SGR1MSTR ,
SGR2DIST , etc.
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
GENCERT
SUBJECTSDN(
CN('DB2 DSG SGR')
OU('SAPonIBMZ DB2')
O('SAP')
L('Walldorf')
SP('BW')
C('DE')
)
RSA SIZE(2048)
NOTAFTER(DATE(2023-12-31))
WITHLABEL('SGR DSG')
KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT)

Notes:
• The RSA key size shall be at least 2048 bits. The maximum key size depends on your license and United
States export regulations. For example, our maximum is 4096 bits.
• This certificate is self-signed. We removed options ALTNAME and SIGNWITH from previous document
versions. See below to generate a certificate signing request with RACDCERT GENREQ .
• Prepare a list of valid, fully qualified hostnames for the signing CA to add. Include all hostnames where
the data sharing members may be relocated to.
Export Db2 certificate (optional, not required)
Export the Db2 certificate to a data set in Base64 encoding format, for example:
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
EXPORT(LABEL('SGR DSG'))
DSN('DPSADM.CERTS.SGRCERT')

-

Then download it per FTP in ASCII mode and rename the file with a proper extension, such as sgrcert.pem .
Sign Db2 certificate with CA certificate outside of RACF
Generate a certificate signing request into a data set:
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
GENREQ(LABEL('SGR DSG')) DSN('DPSADM.CERTS.SGRCERT.CSR')

Download the CSR per FTP in ASCII mode and rename it with a proper extension, such as sgrcert.csr .
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Send it to your certificate authority, along with the list of hostnames for the signing CA to add. If you simulate
this step using the Java keytool , as described in Sign Java client certificate, adapt the SAN extension line to
include all hostnames you may relocate Db2 to. For example:
-ext 'SAN:c=DNS:ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp,DNS:ihsapje.wdf.sap.corp,DNS:ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp'

Get the signed response file, for example sgrcert.pem , then upload it per FTP in ASCII mode to a data set,
for instance, DPSADM.CERTS.SGRCERT.PEM . Then import the signed certificate:
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
ADD('DPSADM.CERTS.SGRCERT.PEM')
WITHLABEL('SGR DSG')

-

Db2 group key ring
If not already done, add RACF FACILITY class permissions:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST
CLASS(FACILITY)
ID(SGRUSER) ACCESS(READ)

-

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING
CLASS(FACILITY)
ID(SGRUSER) ACCESS(READ)

-

As usual with RACF, refresh when all definitions are ready for use on all systems, for example, with:
SETROPTS GENERIC(FACILITY) REFRESH
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Create a new, empty RACF key ring for the Db2 started tasks user ID (here SGRUSER ):
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
ADDRING(SGR@KEYRING)

-

Connect all certificates in hierarchical order. First, connect the root CA certificate as CERTAUTH :
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
CONNECT(
CERTAUTH
LABEL('COVROOT')
RING(SGR@KEYRING)
)

-

Then connect the intermediate CA certificates if you have some. Finally, include the Db2 data sharing group
certificate as DEFAULT :
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
CONNECT(
ID(SGRUSER)
LABEL('SGR DSG')
RING(SGR@KEYRING)
DEFAULT
)

-

Note: Do not connect the client certificates, only the CA certificates in their hierarchy, if they differ from the
previously added ones. As COVROOT signed all certificates in our environment, no additional CONNECT was
required.
Check RACF definitions
We used the following commands to verify that all certificates and rings were created with the expected
properties:
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RACDCERT CERTAUTH
RACDCERT ID(R3USER)
RACDCERT ID(SAPJAVA)

LIST(LABEL('COVROOT'))
LIST(LABEL('PIAADM'))
LIST(LABEL('PIJADM'))

RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)
RACDCERT ID(SGRUSER)

LIST(LABEL('SGR DSG'))
LISTRING(SGR@KEYRING)
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Certificates for ABAP Application Server with GSKit
GSKit installation
We used the GSKit from SAP installation media “IBM Data Server Driver for CLI, ODBC, JDBC, SQLJ V11.5
FP0” (51054537). On our system, it was mounted to:
ihls98:piaadm 243> ls -l
total 12
dr-xr-xr-x 2 root nobody
dr-xr-xr-x 2 root nobody
dr-xr-xr-x 2 root nobody

/sapcd3/LINUX_S390X_64
4096 Nov 15
4096 Nov 14
4096 Nov 14

2019 clidriver
2019 GSkit
2019 SAPCAR

Subdirectory GSKit/ contains RPMs:
gskcrypt64-8.0.50.86.linux.s390x.rpm
gskssl64-8.0.50.86.linux.s390x.rpm

⚠️ Installing these RPMs copies the GSKit libraries into a directory like /usr/lib64/ , which is globally
accessible. Therefore, they may conflict with the SAP-provided and regularly updated libraries under
/usr/sap/<SID>/<instance>/exe/db2_clidriver/lib/icc/ . For this reason, we installed the GSKit RPMs only for
the duration of the key database creation and management. When done, uninstall them.
After installation, you may want to alias commands for convenience, for example:
alias gsk8ver
alias gsk8capicmd

'gsk8ver_64'
'gsk8capicmd_64'

Create key database KDB
Create a GSKit key database (KDB) for the SAP ABAP instance, for example, with the name pia.kdb :
gsk8capicmd_64 -keydb -create
-db pia.kdb -stash
-pw "**YourSecurePassword**"

\
\

This command creates four files in the current directory:
pia.crl
pia.kdb
pia.rdb
pia.sth

We used option -stash because the entered password is encoded into stash file pia.sth . Further calls of
gsk8capicmd use option -stashed , which reads this file and uses it to decode the encrypted key database
instead of entering a password each time.
Import CA certificates into KDB
After creating the key database, directly import all necessary CA certificates into it, for example, with:
gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add
-db pia.kdb -stashed
-label covroot -file covroot.pem

\
\

A single root signs all certificates in our environment, therefore no further import is required. The Db2 CLI
driver will validate the certificate chain during the TLS handshake.
Create certificate and signing request in KDB
You can create a self-signed certificate and the corresponding certificate-signing request (CSR) with one
single command. For example:
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gsk8capicmd_64 -certreq -create
\
-db pia.kdb -stashed
\
-label piaadm -target piaadm.csr
\
-size 2048 -sigalg SHA384WithRSA
\
-ca false
\
-eku clientAuth,serverAuth
\
-ku digitalSignature,keyEncipherment,dataEncipherment
\
-san_dnsname 'ihls98.wdf.sap.corp,ihls98h.wdf.sap.corp' \
-dn 'CN=SAP ABAP PIA on ihls98x,OU=SAPonIBMZ servers,O=SAP,L=Walldorf,ST=BW,C=DE'

To be able to relocate this SAP ABAP instance, add all required hostnames into the san_dnsname list.
Sign ABAP client certificate
Send output CSR file piaadm.csr to your certificate authority and have it signed.
We simulated this step with the COV root CA by issuing this command in the COV directory:
keytool -gencert
\
-storetype
pkcs12
\
-keystore
covroot.p12
\
-storepass:file covroot.pass
\
-keypass:file
covroot.pass
\
-alias
covroot
\
-infile
piaadm.csr
\
-rfc
-outfile piaadm.pem
\
-validity 400
\
-ext BC:c=ca:false
\
-ext EKU:c=clientAuth,serverAuth
\
-ext KU:c=digitalSignature,keyEncipherment,dataEncipherment
-ext 'SAN:c=DNS:ihls98.wdf.sap.corp,DNS:ihls98h.wdf.sap.corp'

\

Specify all extensions the same as in the self-signed certificate.
Receive signed certificate into KDB
Receive the signed certificate, in our example piaadm.pem , and import it into the key database:
gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -receive
-db pia.kdb -stashed
-file piaadm.pem

\
\

If your certificate authority specifies other extensions and formats for certificates, add option -format to the
previous command, and set the corresponding file extension.
Check key database
After setting up the key database, you can verify its consistency. To list all certificates run:
gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list all
-db pia.kdb -stashed

\

In our environment, the key database contains two certificates only, and the output is:
Certificates found
* default, - personal, ! trusted, # secret key
!
covroot
piaadm

You can inspect details for each certificate individually, for example, by executing:
gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -details
-db pia.kdb -stashed
-label piaadm
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Send ABAP client certificate to zOS
After validation, you must send the signed ABAP client certificate – piaadm.pem – to z/OS, and import it as
explained in section Import client certificates into RACF.
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Certificates for Java Application Server with keytool
Keytool installation
The Java keytool is provided as part of any Java installation and is located in the Java bin directory. Java
can be (and usually is) installed as part of any Linux distribution. Moreover, SAP provides its JVM for use
with its components. Our SAP Java is located at /usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/sapjvm_8 , and its version is:
ihls98:pijadm > /usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/sapjvm_8/bin/java -version
java version "1.8.0_281"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 8.1.071)
SAP Java Server VM (build 8.1.071 10.0.2+000, Jan 28 2021 10:28:51 - 81_REL - optU - linux zarch - 6 bas2:323337 (mixed mode))

The Java keytool does not provide an option to display its version.
Simulate a root CA
Note: This step is optional.
You can simulate a root certificate authority.
First, decide how you want to store the CA password to avoid entering it in each command line. Either keep it
in a file or an environment variable. We chose to put it into file covroot.pass .
echo -n 'YourSecurePassword' > covroot.pass

Create the root keystore and self-signed key pair, for example:
keytool -genkeypair
\
-storetype
pkcs12
\
-keystore
covroot.p12
\
-storepass:file covroot.pass
\
-keypass:file
covroot.pass
\
-alias
covroot
\
-keyalg RSA -keysize 4096
\
-validity 1200
\
-ext BC:c=ca:true,pathlen:1
\
-ext KU:c=keyCertSign,cRLSign
\
-dname 'CN=Trust CA covroot, OU=SAPonIBMZ CAs, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, S=BW, C=DE'

Then export the public root certificate:
keytool -exportcert
-storetype
pkcs12
-keystore
covroot.p12
-storepass:file covroot.pass
-keypass:file
covroot.pass
-alias
covroot
-rfc
-file covroot.pem

\
\
\
\
\
\

Public root CA certificate covroot.pem can now be imported into z/OS as described in section Import CA
certificates into RACF.
Create Java keystore and certificate
First, decide how you want to store the keystore password to avoid entering it in each command line. Either
keep it in a file or an environment variable. We chose to put it into file pijadm.pass :
echo -n 'YourSecurePassword' > pijadm.pass

✏️ Note that we use option -n to prevent the automatic insertion of an end-of-line character \n by text
editors. For know issues with special characters, see section Java keystore password issues.
Then create a keystore with an initial self-signed key pair:
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keytool -genkeypair
\
-keystore
pijadm.jks
\
-storepass:file pijadm.pass
\
-keypass:file
pijadm.pass
\
-alias
pijadm
\
-keyalg RSA -keysize 2048
\
-validity 400
\
-ext BC:c=ca:false
\
-ext EKU:c=clientAuth,serverAuth
\
-ext KU:c=digitalSignature,keyEncipherment,dataEncipherment
\
-ext 'SAN:c=DNS:ihls98.wdf.sap.corp,DNS:ihls98h.wdf.sap.corp' \
-dname 'CN=SAP ABAP PIJ on ihls98x, OU=SAPonIBMZ servers, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, S=BW, C=DE'

To be able to relocate this SAP Java instance, add all required hostnames into the SAN list.
Export the self-signed public certificate:
keytool -exportcert
\
-keystore
pijadm.jks
\
-storepass:file pijadm.pass
\
-keypass:file
pijadm.pass
\
-alias
pijadm
\
-rfc
-file pijadm.selfsigned.pem

Create certificate-signing request in Java
To create a certificate-signing request file pijadm.csr , execute:
keytool -certreq
-keystore
-storepass:file
-keypass:file
-alias
-file

pijadm.jks
pijadm.pass
pijadm.pass
pijadm
pijadm.csr

\
\
\
\
\

Sign Java client certificate
Send output CSR file pijadm.csr to your certificate authority, and have it signed.
We simulated this step with the COV root CA by issuing this command in the COV directory:
keytool -gencert
\
-storetype
pkcs12
\
-keystore
covroot.p12
\
-storepass:file covroot.pass
\
-keypass:file
covroot.pass
\
-alias
covroot
\
-infile
pijadm.csr
\
-rfc
-outfile pijadm.pem
\
-validity 400
\
-ext BC:c=ca:false
\
-ext EKU:c=clientAuth,serverAuth
\
-ext KU:c=digitalSignature,keyEncipherment,dataEncipherment
-ext 'SAN:c=DNS:ihls98.wdf.sap.corp,DNS:ihls98h.wdf.sap.corp'

\

Import CA and signed certificates into keystore
The CA certificates must be imported into the Java keystore in their hierarchical order with root first:
keytool -importcert
-keystore
pijadm.jks
-storepass:file pijadm.pass
-keypass:file
pijadm.pass
-alias covroot
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-file covroot.pem
-noprompt -trustcacerts

\

After the CA certificates chain has been imported, import signed certificate pijadm.pem . It is the same
command with the alias changed to pijadm and file to pijadm.pem .
The signing CA certificates for the Db2 subsystems on z/OS are required as well. Because a single root CA
now signs all our certificates, no further action is needed.
Note: our tests with JDBC in 2020 resulted in a TLS handshake failure because we did not add the Db2
subsystem certificate ( sgrcert.pem ) in the keystore. This issue has apparently been fixed.
Check keystore and certificates
After setting up the keystore, verify its consistency. To list all certificates, run:
keytool -list
-keystore
pijadm.jks
-storepass:file pijadm.pass

\
\

In our environment, the key database contains two certificates, and the output is:
Keystore type: jks
Keystore provider: SUN
Your keystore contains 2 entries
covroot, Jul 24, 2020, trustedCertEntry,
Certificate fingerprint (SHA1): 1A:74:40:00:25:38:A5:D1:2E:03:35:B6:78:38:D4:8C:37:7C:D9:89
pijadm, Jul 24, 2020, PrivateKeyEntry,
Certificate fingerprint (SHA1): 7D:E7:EA:2A:89:B2:38:AE:F6:09:56:A4:97:F3:11:32:78:2A:84:DE

You can inspect the details for each certificate by running:
keytool -printcert -file pijadm.pem

Java keystore password issues
Our Java application had problems with some special characters in the keystore/truststore passwords. These
passwords must comply with the JDBC URL specification and the URL format in the SAP Java configuration
tool secure store connection pool definition.
Therefore, you should pay special attention to the space characters and the ones in this list: ()[]:;/@&#=? .
According to the specification, these characters must be percent-encoded.
We did not test it: after seeing an error because the application did not recognize our first password, we
decided to use another one without these special characters.
Again, we had an issue because our keystore (in format pkcs12) was corrupted after changing the password
with keytool -storepasswd (keytool version from Java 8 update 222). We had to recreate our keystore.
Send Java client certificate to zOS
After validation, send the signed Java client certificate - pijadm.pem - to z/OS, and import it as explained in
section Import client certificates into RACF.
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Z/OS CONFIGURATION
Policy Agent
The z/OS Policy Agent configuration is based on the IBM Redpaper Db2 for z/OS: Configuring TLS/SSL for
Secure Client/Server Communications.
Policy Agent started task
Our Policy Agent address space was renamed PAGENTX (additional X in the name) to test it separately and
activate it when needed on selected systems only. Its started task is SYS4.PROCLIB(PAGENTX) :
//PAGENT
PROC
//PAGENT
EXEC PGM=PAGENT,REGION=0K,TIME=NOLIMIT,
//
PARM=('ENVAR("TZ=GMT-1MES,M3.5.0,M10.5.0")/-c //''SYS4.PARMLIB
//
.TCP(&SMFID.PAGT)'' -l /tmp/pagent.log')
//STDENV
DD DUMMY
//*STDENV DD DSN=TCPIP.PAGENT.ENV(PAGENT),DISP=SHR
//*STDENV DD PATH='/etc/pagent.env',PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//CEEDUMP DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132)

Two parameters are dropped, which are described in the above-quoted IBM Redpaper: POSIX(ON) and
ALL31(ON) because they are deprecated since z/OS 1.9 (released 09/2007). To run the Policy Agent with a
different configuration on each system, we defined the following data set with JCL system symbol &SMFID
(could be &SYSNAME ): SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(&SMFID.PAGT) .
RACF definitions for the Policy Agent
We used existing user STCUSER and group STCGROUP to define the started task in RACF. You probably want to
keep a group for your environment but use another dedicated user instead, as described in the IBM
Redpaper.
RDEF STARTED PAGENTX.**

STDATA(USER(STCUSER) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RACF profiles for the Policy Agent are defined in class SERVAUTH . To avoid too many ICH408I messages
during our tests, we add option WARN to the profiles with UACC(NONE) . When the setup is verified, WARN must
be removed.
SETROPTS CLASSACT(SERVAUTH)
SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH)
SETROPTS GENERIC(SERVAUTH)
RDEFINE
RDEFINE
RDEFINE
RDEFINE
RDEFINE

SERVAUTH
SERVAUTH
SERVAUTH
SERVAUTH
SERVAUTH

EZB.**
EZB.STACKACCESS.**
EZB.INITSTACK.SAP9.*
EZB.INITSTACK.SAPD.*
EZB.INITSTACK.SAPP.*

UACC(NONE)
UACC(NONE)
UACC(NONE)
UACC(NONE)
UACC(NONE)

WARN
WARN
WARN
WARN
WARN

Give access to the different stacks to the Policy Agent user or group:
PE EZB.STACKACCESS.**

CL(SERVAUTH) ID(STCUSER,DFS) ACC(READ)

PE EZB.INITSTACK.SAP9.* CL(SERVAUTH) ID(STCGROUP)
WHEN(PROGRAM(PAGENT,EZAPAGEN))
PE EZB.INITSTACK.SAPD.* CL(SERVAUTH) ID(STCGROUP)
WHEN(PROGRAM(PAGENT,EZAPAGEN))
PE EZB.INITSTACK.SAPP.* CL(SERVAUTH) ID(STCGROUP)
WHEN(PROGRAM(PAGENT,EZAPAGEN))

ACC(READ) ACC(READ) ACC(READ) -

SETROPTS GENERIC(SERVAUTH) REFRESH
SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH
SETROPTS WHEN(PROGRAM)
REFRESH
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AT-TLS policy
TCP configuration members
Add a TCPCONFIG TTLS statement in the TCP/IP profile member, as described in the IBM Redpaper.
In our environment, this is SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(SAPD) for z/OS system SAPD .
In the example above, the Policy Agent started task points to the AT-TLS configuration member
SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(&SMFID.PAGT) , for example, SAPDPAGT or SAPPPAGT . These members contain statements
( policyAction , policyRule , etc.) already active before introducing our configuration. To not interfere with
these definitions, we added only the following lines in SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(SAPDPAGT) :
CommonTTLSConfig
TTLSConfig

//'SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(@TLSSAP)'
//'SYS4.PARMLIB.TCP(@TLSSAPD)' FLUSH PURGE

(and similar lines in SAPJPAGT and SAPPPAGT ).
AT-TLS configuration
Members @TLSSAP , @TLSSAPD , @TLSSAPJ and @TLSSAPP contain the AT-TLS policy changes. First member
contains definitions shared by all systems. The other members include LPAR-specific definitions: this is
useful for testing on one system without affecting the others.
Common TTLS definitions
Write common definitions in @TTLSSAP first. Define TTLS group actions:
TTLSGroupAction
{
TTLSEnabled
FIPS140
Trace
}

GrpActTrace63
On
Off
63

We recommend setting the trace level initially to 63 for testing. After a successful test, do not forget to
reduce it to 15 . We defined a group action named GrpActTrace255 for debugging purposes.
Then define cipher parameters statements. See the section Cipher suites for more details about our choices.
First statement contains suites for both TLS v1.2 and v1.3:
TTLSCipherParms
{
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
# V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
}

CiphersTLS12or13
TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256
# Lacks HW support
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

For TLS v1.2 with optional NULL encryption, define:
TTLSCipherParms
{
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
}

CiphersTLS12withNull
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA256

Then create the TTLS environment advanced parameters statements. We keep the EDH group size
keywords in case new cipher parameter statements include the corresponding suites.
First define a statement for client certificate authentication with TLS v1.2 or v1.3:
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TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
AdvParmsClientAuthTLS12or13
{
ClientAuthType
SAFCheck
TLSv1.2
On
TLSv1.3
On
ClientEDHGroupSize
2048
ServerEDHGroupSize
2048
}

For client certificate authentication with TLS v1.2 only, explicity disable all other TLS versions:
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
AdvParmsClientAuthTLS12
{
ClientAuthType
SAFCheck
TLSv1
Off
TLSv1.1
Off
TLSv1.2
On
TLSv1.3
Off
ClientEDHGroupSize
2048
ServerEDHGroupSize
2048
}

Remove the ClientAuthType keyword to disable client certificate authentication:
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
{
TLSv1.2
On
TLSv1.3
On
ClientEDHGroupSize
2048
ServerEDHGroupSize
2048
}

AdvParmsTLS12or13

Server-specific TTLS definitions
As we enable Db2 subsystems relocation to all z/OS systems, these definitions come into @TLSSAP too.
We only need two TTLS statements per Db2 subsystem or data sharing group. For example, with SGR :
TTLSEnvironmentAction
SGREnvAction
{
HandshakeRole
ServerWithClientAuth
TTLSCipherParmsRef
CiphersTLS12withNull
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef
AdvParmsClientAuthTLS12
TTLSKeyRingParms
{
Keyring
SGR@KEYRING
}
}
TTLSRule
SGRrule
{
LocalPortRange
10863
Direction
Inbound
TTLSGroupActionRef
GrpActTrace63
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
SGREnvAction
}

Compare with the rules for data sharing group SGN :
TTLSEnvironmentAction
SGNEnvAction
{
HandshakeRole
ServerWithClientAuth
TTLSCipherParmsRef
CiphersTLS12or13
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef
AdvParmsClientAuthTLS12or13
TTLSKeyRingParms
{
Keyring
SGNKEYRING
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}
}
TTLSRule
SGNrule
{
LocalPortRange
10873
Direction
Inbound
TTLSGroupActionRef
GrpActTrace63
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
SGNEnvAction
}

Notes:
• The LocalPortRange must be exclusively reserved for this Db2 on all systems where the TTLSRule applies
• We no longer use the keywords JobName and Priority because they brought no advantage
For TLS encryption without client certificate authentication, modify two lines in the TTLSEnvironmentAction :
• Set HandshakeRole to Server
• Set TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef to AdvParmsTLS12or13
Db2 ports
Because AT-TLS handles the secure connections, the changes in Db2 are minimal. Just define a DDF
secure port with DSNJU003 . Downtime is necessary, even in data sharing mode, but the DDF secure port can
be defined long before in an already planned downtime. If TLS is not configured for this port, then Db2 will
reject connection requests to the secure port (encrypted or not).
For example: we define DDF secure port 10863. Stop all Db2 data sharing members simultaneously. Then
submit job step DSNJU003 for every member. DSNJU003 needs only the changed parameters, but we include
parameter PORT for convenience:
//SGR1SECP EXEC PGM=DSNJU003
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSGR.SGR1.V120.SDSNEXIT
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSGR.SGR1.V120.SDSNLOAD
//SYSUT1
DD DISP=OLD,DSN=DSGR.SGR1.BSDS01
//SYSUT2
DD DISP=OLD,DSN=DSGR.SGR1.BSDS02
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD *
DDF PORT=10860,SECPORT=10863
/*

Do not forget to adapt the two BSDS data sets and the //STEPLIB DD statement to each member.
With SECPORT different from PORT , you can continue regular application work on PORT while testing the TLS
configuration on SECPORT in parallel. When SECPORT has been validated, you switch the SAP Application
Server instances to it.
Disabling the Db2 unencrypted port
With APAR PH08188, published on 05/2019, Db2 version 12 provides a feature to reject all unencrypted
connection attempts to the DDF PORT . This feature is enabled by setting the same value for PORT and
SECPORT . For example, in JCL above, replace the DDF line with:
DDF PORT=10863,SECPORT=10863

The DDF PORT value is now 10863 , the same as SECPORT , and this definition results in Db2 waiting for
connections with the TLS protocol on the common port number 10863 . The unencrypted port ( 10860 in the
previous section’s example) is no longer defined, therefore, disabled.
You can submit the JCL with PORT equal to SECPORT after complete validation of the TLS stack. This requires
an additional planned downtime of all data sharing members.
APAR PH08188 is not available for Db2 version 11, but you can forbid external connections to the
unencrypted PORT through z/OS TCP/IP and RACF configuration. For example, define the unencrypted port
in the TCP/IP ports member in the PARMLIB data set:
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10860 TCP SGR1DIST SHAREPORT
10860 TCP SGR2DIST SHAREPORT

and add the following definitions in RACF:
RDEFINE SERVAUTH EZB.PORTACCESS.SAPD.*.SGR1DIST UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE SERVAUTH EZB.PORTACCESS.SAPP.*.SGR2DIST UACC(NONE)
PERMIT EZB.PORTACCESS.SAPD.*.SGR1DIST CLASS(SERVAUTH) ID(SGRUSER) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT EZB.PORTACCESS.SAPP.*.SGR2DIST CLASS(SERVAUTH) ID(SGRUSER) ACCESS(READ)
SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Then port 10860 can be used by the Db2 DIST address space running under SGRUSER ; Db2 DDF will open
the port for listening as usual. Port usage is rejected for everybody else, especially when the TCPIP address
space tries to bind external connections.
Time for a first test
After generating certificates for both sides and configuring all z/OS components, we recommend a first
smoke test. If everything works as expected, you can proceed with the SAP configuration.
For the smoke test, we developed a small Java program. For more information, see the section Independent
test with Java.
Trusted contexts
The Db2 connection user ID for SAP, here R3USER , has only standard permissions. But more permissions are
required for specific operations, for example, at SAP installation time.
For these operations, we used privileged user IDs, for example, WILLIAM and HARRY , with traditional
password authentication. SAP would then need additional certificates for these IDs after TLS client
authentication enablement. However, this is hardly practicable in our current environment.
An alternative is to use the same client certificate for all connections, and then to switch the Db2 primary
authorization ID to a privileged one by sending the corresponding user and password credentials. Db2 allows
such a switch if a so-called trusted context defines it.
The following SQL example creates a trusted context allowing connection as R3USER from hostname
ihls98.wdf.sap.corp , and then a Db2 primary authorization ID switch to WILLIAM or HARRY .
CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT SAP_R3USER
BASED UPON CONNECTION USING SYSTEM AUTHID R3USER
ATTRIBUTES(
ADDRESS 'ihls98.wdf.sap.corp'
)
ENABLE WITH USE FOR WILLIAM,HARRY;
COMMIT;

⚠️ Trusted contexts are highly sensitive. When done with privileged actions, do not forget to drop them:
DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT SAP_R3USER;
COMMIT;

Finalize RACF configuration
After configuring SAP and successful testing on the Application Server side (see following chapters), you
may want to review and further increase the security of z/OS.
For example, one of our customers made the Db2 connection user IDs protected to prevent all z/OS login
attempts with them. For our ABAP R3USER , the corresponding command is:
ALTUSER

R3USER

NOPASSWORD NOPASSPHRASE NOOIDCARD
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SAP CONFIGURATION
SAP ABAP configuration
To set up TLS in an ABAP system, you must:
1. Change the environment variables, such as in file ~/.dbenv.csh
2. Move the GSKit key database files to an appropriate place
3. Change the db2dsdriver.cfg , which is located, for example, in /sapmnt/PIA/global/
4. Remove the file dbdb2pwd (keep a backup copy with another name)
You can first test in an independent directory before rolling out your changes into production, as instructed in
section Test ABAP configuration.
The changes in environment variables are:
• Add dbs_db2_authentication=CERTIFICATE
• Add dbs_db2_ssl_client_label to your certificate label in the GSKit key database; in our configuration, this
label is piaadm
• Add dbs_db2_security=SSL to enable data encryption
• Include the path to GSKit libraries in LD_LIBRARY_PATH
The Data Server Driver will use the GSKit libraries to access the certificate. Ensure that you use GSKit
libraries synchronized with the SAP installation drivers, the corresponding path is typically:
/usr/sap/<SID>/<instance>/exe/db2_clidriver/lib/icc .
In our environment, the resulting .dbenv.csh contains the following lines:
setenv
setenv
setenv
setenv

dbs_db2_user R3USER
dbs_db2_authentication CERTIFICATE
dbs_db2_ssl_client_label piaadm
dbs_db2_security SSL

setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH /usr/sap/PIA/D02/exe/db2_clidriver/lib/icc:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

(other lines removed from this example for better readability)
Copy or move the four key database files generated by GSKit (for example, pia.crl , pia.kdb , pia.rdb , and
pia.sth , see section Create key database KDB) to their final location. We copied them into a new
subdirectory under global : /sapmnt/PIA/global/certs/ . Set appropriate permissions to prevent unauthorized
access.
Then change /sapmnt/PIA/global/db2dsdriver.cfg :
• Add parameters Authentication and SSL* as shown below
• Set all port values to the DDF SECPORT value, for example, port="10863"
Final db2dsdriver.cfg may look like this one:
<configuration>
<dsncollection>
<dsn alias="PIA" name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</dsncollection>
<databases>
<database name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863">
<parameter name="ConnectionTimeout" value="16" />
<parameter name="tcpipConnectTimeout" value="5" />
<acr>
<parameter name="affinityFailbackInterval" value="0" />
<parameter name="enableAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="enableSeamlessAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="acrRetryInterval" value="0" />
<parameter name="maxAcrRetries" value="3" />
<alternateserverlist>
<server name="SGR1" hostname="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
<server name="SGR2" hostname="ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</alternateserverlist>
<affinitylist>
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<list name="L1" serverorder="SGR1,SGR2" />
</affinitylist>
<clientaffinitydefined>
<client name="C1" hostname="ihls98.wdf.sap.corp" listname="L1" />
</clientaffinitydefined>
</acr>
</database>
</databases>
<parameters>
<parameter name="SecurityTransportMode" value="SSL"/>
<parameter name="Authentication" value="CERTIFICATE" />
<parameter name="SSLClientLabel" value="piaadm" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystoredb" value="/sapmnt/PIA/global/certs/pia.kdb" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystash" value="/sapmnt/PIA/global/certs/pia.sth" />
</parameters>
</configuration>

Remove file dbdb2pwd from the SAP global directory ( DIR_GLOBAL ) after the configuration has been
successfully tested. Keep a copy for backup purposes.
When done, stop SAP, activate your environment variables (with source or log out and log in again), and
restart SAP.
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SAP Java configuration
To set up TLS in an SAP Java system, you must:
1. Change the environment variables, such as in file ~/.dbenv.csh
2. Copy the Java keystore to an appropriate place
3. Change config.xml , which is located, for example, in /sapmnt/PIJ/global/
4. Add TLS properties in the JDBC URL in the SAP secure store
You can first test in an independent directory before rolling out your changes into production, as instructed in
section Test Java configuration.
Steps 1 and 2 are similar to their ABAP variants. See section SAP ABAP configuration. As a Java system
does not use GSKit, we do not include it in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH .
We copied our Java keystore into /sapmnt/PIJ/global/certs/ .
For step 3, you must change only the port to the new DDF SECPORT value. Beware that the config.xml
syntax differs from db2dsdriver.cfg , which may cause errors.
Final config.xml may look like this one:
<configuration>
<DSN_Collection>
<dsn alias="PIJ" name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</DSN_Collection>
<databases>
<database name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863">
<ACR>
<alternate_server_list>
<server name="SGR1" hostname="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
<server name="SGR2" hostname="ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</alternate_server_list>
<affinity_list>
<list name="L1" serverorder="SGR1,SGR2" />
</affinity_list>
<client_affinity_defined>
<client name="C1" hostname="ihls98.wdf.sap.corp" listname="L1" />
</client_affinity_defined>
</ACR>
</database>
</databases>
</configuration>

We need to concatenate several new properties into a single text string and insert it into the SAP secure
store for the last step.
We started the program vncserver on the Linux system ihls98 . Then we connect with a VNC client on our
desktop PC to the VNC server address and port, here ihls98:1 , and enter the appropriate credentials. In the
remote desktop, open a terminal, and launch the SAP configuration tool, for example, with:
cd /usr/sap/PIJ/J05/j2ee/configtool/
./configtool.sh

Select the secure store and the connection pool for the selected SAP system, here PIJ . Example
screenshot:
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Figure 7: SAP configuration tool – secure store screenshot
The figure above highlights property Url , which is in format jdbc:db2:///SID:property=value;... . It looks like
a JDBC URL, but with differences, e.g., no hostname, no port, semicolon as a properties separator, etc.
To change it without making too many mistakes, we copied its value into a text editor and added a line break
after each ;
jdbc:db2:///PIJ:
dsdriverConfigFile=/sapmnt/PIJ/global/config.xml;
keepDynamic=yes;
progressiveStreaming=NO;
currentPackageSet=SAPJPIJDDFSGR;
currentSQLID=SAPJ1;
enableSeamlessFailover=1;
enableClientAffinitiesList=1;
affinityFailbackInterval=0;
connectionTimeout=16;
maxRetriesForClientReroute=3;
retryIntervalForClientReroute=5;

Then add lines for the TLS-related keywords.
sslConnection=true;
sslVersion=TLSv1.2;
securityMechanism=18;
sslTrustStoreLocation=/sapmnt/PIJ/global/certs/pijadm.jks;
sslKeyStoreLocation=/sapmnt/PIJ/global/certs/pijadm.jks;
sslTrustStorePassword=YourSecurePassword;
sslKeyStorePassword=YourSecurePassword;

⚠️ Note: Do not forget the final semicolon ; , it is part of the syntax!
securityMechanism=18; specifies client certificate authentication.
Then concatenate everything into one string and paste it into the “Url” property in the connection pool.
Keep the “User” property as-is (SAP requires it) and set the “Password” property empty (delete all characters
in the field and click on “Add”) to ensure that the password is not used. Then click on the “Add” button and
the “Apply Changes” icon.
Finally, stop SAP, activate your environment variables (with source or log out and log in again), and restart
your SAP Java as usual.
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Secondary database connections
When you add secondary database connections to an SAP system, then it uses, per default, the same
credentials as for its primary connection.
Typical environments can include a mix of systems with and without TLS because it is impossible to switch
all applications simultaneously. Moreover, the SAP Failover Configuration Tool cannot manage TLS
connections. We must precisely define the required connections in the db2dsdriver.cfg of the primary SAP
system.
Following, we consider the three cases involving TLS-enabled SAP systems.
Primary TLS, secondary TLS
If the primary connection uses TLS and the secondary database is also enabled with TLS, then you can
reuse the certificate from the primary connection to access the secondary. You do not need another
certificate. The certificate already uniquely identifies the <sid>adm user, which is initiating the connection to
the secondary SAP system.
Our example with ABAP would reuse the certificate with the label piaadm defined in key database pia.kdb .
Assuming the secondary connection target Db2 subsystem is in the same sysplex, you only need to connect
the signing root CA certificate to the secondary Db2 subsystem key ring. Else import the certificate chain into
the new z/OS system and configure it as described in sections Import CA certificates into RACF and
following.
Primary TLS, secondary non-TLS
We added a secondary connection from our example ABAP system PIA to a non-TLS-enabled Db2 data
sharing group S23 , which initially serves SAP system RB9 .
This requires extensive changes in the db2dsdriver.cfg example from section SAP ABAP configuration,
because PIA also uses the primary connections TLS-related parameters for secondary connections.
First, we define a new connection alias SECRB9 in db2dsdriver.cfg :
<dsncollection>
<dsn alias="PIA" name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
<dsn alias="SECRB9" name="DDFS23" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="9750" />
</dsncollection>

Then we move the TLS connection parameters away from the <parameters> section and put them under the
database DDFSGR section:
<databases>
<database name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863">
<parameter name="SecurityTransportMode" value="SSL"/>
<parameter name="Authentication" value="CERTIFICATE" />
<parameter name="SSLClientLabel" value="piaadm" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystoredb" value="/sapmnt/PIA/global/certs/pia.kdb" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystash" value="/sapmnt/PIA/global/certs/pia.sth" />

Third, add the new database with almost the same parameters as RB9 . Parameter Authentication must be
set to SERVER . In the <clientaffinitydefined> list, use the client hostname list from PIA , and not the one
from RB9 ; therefore we only have ihls98 here.
<database name="DDFS23" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="9750">
<parameter name="Authentication" value="SERVER" />
<acr>
<parameter name="enableAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="enableSeamlessAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="maxAcrRetries" value="5" />
<parameter name="acrRetryInterval" value="0" />
<parameter name="affinityFailbackInterval" value="0" />
<alternateserverlist>
<server name="SAPD" hostname="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="9750" />
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<server name="SAPP" hostname="ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp" port="9750" />
</alternateserverlist>
<affinitylist>
<list name="L1" serverorder="SAPD,SAPP" />
<list name="L2" serverorder="SAPP,SAPD" />
</affinitylist>
<clientaffinitydefined>
<client name="C1" hostname="ihls98" listname="L1" />
</clientaffinitydefined>
</acr>
</database>

Activate the changes in db2dsdriver.cfg by restarting SAP. Then log into SAP and start transaction
DBACOCKPIT . Select System Landscape → Database Connections and define secondary connection SECRB9
as displayed in the figure below.

Figure 8: PIA database connections
Click on Add, and switch to Expert Mode because we define parameters not supported in Guided Mode. See
the button pointed by a red arrow in the icons bar in the figure below to select the mode.

Figure 9: Secondary connection SECRB9
Edit the user name and password, and set the value of field Connection Parameters to
DSN_ALIAS=SECRB9;AUTHENTICATION=SERVER; . Save and go back to Database Connections, then click on Test. If
the connection was correctly configured, SAP displays:
-- MESSAGE Database connection SECRB9 established successfully

Primary non-TLS, secondary TLS
This case is symmetrical to the previous one: SAP system RB9 , located on host isplp67 , connects to PIA ’s
data sharing group SGR .
As instructed in section Certificates for ABAP Application Server with GSKit, create a key database and a
certificate for RB9 and its user (here, we have the same R3USER ), have it signed, import it into z/OS, and
connect it to the SGR@KEYRING .
As user rb9adm on isplp67 , change db2dsdriver.cfg . First, add a new database alias, here SECPIA :
<dsncollection>
<dsn alias="RB9" name="DDFS23" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="9750" />
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<dsn alias="SECPIA" name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</dsncollection>

In the <databases> section, define DDFSGR . Set parameter Authentication value to CERTIFICATE , and define
the certificate in the SSL* parameters. Use the RB9 server list in <clientaffinitydefined>
<database name="DDFSGR" host="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863">
<parameter name="ConnectionTimeout" value="16" />
<parameter name="tcpipConnectTimeout" value="5" />
<parameter name="SecurityTransportMode" value="SSL"/>
<parameter name="Authentication" value="CERTIFICATE" />
<parameter name="SSLClientLabel" value="rb9adm" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystoredb" value="/dataRB9/sapmnt.RB9/RB9/global/certs/rb9.kdb" />
<parameter name="SSLClientKeystash" value="/dataRB9/sapmnt.RB9/RB9/global/certs/rb9.sth" />
<parameter name="CurrentPackageSet" value="SAP1105V12R1M500U" />
<parameter name="CurrentSQLID" value="SAPR3" />
<acr>
<parameter name="affinityFailbackInterval" value="10" />
<parameter name="enableAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="enableSeamlessAcr" value="true" />
<parameter name="acrRetryInterval" value="0" />
<parameter name="maxAcrRetries" value="3" />
<alternateserverlist>
<server name="SGR1" hostname="ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
<server name="SGR2" hostname="ihsappe.wdf.sap.corp" port="10863" />
</alternateserverlist>
<affinitylist>
<list name="L1" serverorder="SGR1,SGR2" />
</affinitylist>
<clientaffinitydefined>
<client name="C1" hostname="isplp67" listname="L1" />
</clientaffinitydefined>
</acr>
</database>

Activate the changes in db2dsdriver.cfg by restarting SAP. Then log into SAP system RB9 . The following
steps are similar to the ones described in the previous section.
Start DBACOCKPIT , select System Landscape → Database Connections, click on Add, and switch to Expert
Mode. Edit field Connection parameters and set its value to DSN_ALIAS=SECPIA;AUTHENTICATION=CERTIFICATE; .
Even in this case, we must set the user name and password.
Validate the changes with a connection test.
Software Update Manager
We successfully updated both SAP systems PIA and PIJ from NetWeaver 7.50 SP0 to SP18 with the SAP
Software Update Manager tool (SUM).
Important changes:
• For SUM 1.0 and SUM 2.0 before SP12, do not remove password file dbdb2pwd like instructed in step 4 of
SAP ABAP configuration.
• In db2dsdriver.cfg , move SSLClientLabel into the corresponding <dsn> section, so that non-TLS
connections operate as usual. See similar examples in Primary TLS, secondary non-TLS.
• Failover configuration tool support is not available yet.
More details about the current SUM TLS support status can be found in the SAP Note 3012974 - “Db2-z/OS:
SUM: Support for SSL connections”.
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TESTING
You can test most of the SAP configuration changes parallel to a running Application Server. Our test
strategy is to verify these changes independently before switching the Application Server to certificate-based
authentication. In both cases, ABAP and Java, we create a separate test directory with copies of the relevant
SAP configuration files, implement the required changes, and run scripts for validation.
The following sections give details about the specific tests we implemented. Furthermore, we provide hints
for further regression tests and code samples to implement an independent test program.
Test ABAP configuration
To test the SAP ABAP configuration changes, we use a separate directory in the home directory of the
<sapsid>adm , copy the relevant SAP configuration files into this directory, change them as required, and use
two tests scripts for validation:
• First, execute the Db2 CLI command db2cli with the option validate
• Then run SAP’s R3trans to verify that the changes work with this SAP standalone tool.
After successfully executing and analyzing the program output, you can copy the SAP global configuration
files’ changes and restart the SAP ABAP Application Server instance.
Create a separate test directory
In the piaadm home directory:
mkdir ~/config_new
cd ~/config_new
cp -a /sapmnt/PIA/global/{db2applcompat.ini,db2dsdriver.cfg} .

Even though not changed, file db2applcompat.ini is required with Db2 version 12; otherwise, the programs
will not use the correct Db2 collection ID.
Implement your changes in db2dsdriver.cfg , as described in section SAP ABAP configuration.
Db2 CLI test script
Create script file call_db2cli.sh :
#!/bin/sh
driversPath=/sapmnt/PIA/global/db2/LINUX_S390X_64
export DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH=/home/piaadm/config_new
export dbs_db2_authentication=CERTIFICATE
export dbs_db2_ssl_client_label=piaadm
# export dbs_db2_security=SSL
${driversPath}/db2_clidriver/bin/db2cli validate \
-dsn PIA -connect > test_cli.log

Adapt values in the script to your current configuration. Comment out the lines with dbs_db2_security to
enable data encryption in addition to certificate authentication. Running this script is the first smoke test for
the ABAP configuration.
After successful execution, you see lines like the following in the output file test_cli.log :
===============================================================================
db2dsdriver.cfg schema validation for the entire file:
===============================================================================
Success: The system db2dsdriver.cfg schema validation completed successfully without any errors.
===============================================================================
Connection attempt for data source name "PIA":
===============================================================================
[SUCCESS]
===============================================================================
The validation is completed.
===============================================================================

If an error occurs, you may get such a message:
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[FAILED]: [IBM][CLI Driver] SQL30081N A communication error has been detected.
Communication protocol being used: "TCP/IP".
Communication API being used: "SOCKETS".
Location where the error was detected: "192.168.216.23".
Communication function detecting the error: "recv".
Protocol specific error code(s): "104", "*", "0".
SQLSTATE=08001

More details may be sent to stderr . On the z/OS side of the communication, you may have one or more
error messages in the z/OS console. Check the error codes in the Db2 manuals to find the reason and fix it.
SAP R3trans test script
When the Db2 CLI test runs successfully, it is time to check whether the SAP R3trans accepts the new
configuration. Copy the previous script file:
cp call_db2cli.sh call_r3trans.sh

and replace the db2cli command to:
R3trans -v -x db2dsdriver.cfg
R3trans should be found in your PATH ; on our systems, it is /usr/sap/PIA/SYS/exe/uc/linuxs390x/R3trans . The
default output file is trans.log , but you may change it with option -w .

Upon successful completion, you see such lines in trans.log (extract):
4 ETW000
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

[

dev trc,00000]

Warning: Password service failed, but we proceed
as dbs/db2/authentication is set to CERTIFICATE.
COLLECTION ID used is "SAP1105V12R1M500U"
DB2 Connect driver version 11.05.0400
DB2 Connect driver build level is s2006161200
Now I'm connected to SGR1
DB2 DBMS version V12R1M500
DB2 LOCATION name DDFSGR
Connection 0 opened (DBSL handle 0)

ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000]
ETW000 Connected to database.
ETW000 [
dev trc,00000] Disconnecting from ALL connections:

If errors occur, analyze the different outputs ( trans.log , z/OS console).
Copy changes to SAP global
After both scripts have run successfully, you can import the changes into the SAP instance configuration:
• Change /sapmnt/PIA/global/db2dsdriver.cfg
• Change environment variables, for example, in ~/.dbenv.csh
• Stop SAP Application Server, source the environment variables, and restart it.
Finally, check the SAP logs and log into your ABAP Application Server instance.
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Test Java configuration
We tested the Java configuration also in a separate directory. The scripts described below were very
convenient to test and debug the various TLS issues without impacting the running Java Application Server
instance.
Create a separate test directory for Java
From the PIJ home directory:
mkdir ~/config_new
cd ~/config_new
cp -a /sapmnt/PIJ/global/config.xml .

Implement your changes in this test config.xml , as described in section SAP Java configuration. In the same
directory, create a Java properties file named jcc.properties like the example below. Change the content to
match your environment.
db2.jcc.traceDirectory=/home/pijadm/config_new/traces
db2.jcc.traceFile=trace
db2.jcc.traceFileCount=5
db2.jcc.traceFileAppend=false
db2.jcc.traceLevel=-1
db2.jcc.traceOption=1
db2.jcc.tracePolling=true
db2.jcc.tracePollingInterval=60
db2.jcc.outputDirectory=/home/pijadm/config_new/outDir
db2.jcc.diagLevelExceptionCode=-1

Test with db2radm
You usually have a sample db2radm.properties file in your installation. For us, it was located at:
/usr/sap/inst/sapinst_instdir/NW750/DB2/INSTALL/HA/JAVA/DB/db2radm.properties

Copy the file into the test directory or create a new one like this:
URL=jdbc:db2:///PIJ:dsdriverConfigFile=/home/pijadm/...
ConnectUser=SAPJAVA
ConnectUserPassword=ENC(...)
Schema=SAPJ1
OutputFile=db2radm.out

The URL parameter is the same as the SAP Java config tool defined. ENC() contains the encoded connect
user password, which we removed here for security reasons.
Create a shell script to call db2radm. Ours was named call_db2radm.sh , and its content is:
#!/bin/csh
setenv dbs_db2_authentication
CERTIFICATE
setenv dbs_db2_ssl_client_label pijadm
setenv DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH
/home/pijadm/config_new
# setenv dbs_db2_security SSL
set j05exe=/usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe
set admdir=/usr/sap/inst/sapinst_instdir/NW750/DB2/INSTALL/HA/JAVA/DB
set java_home=${j05exe}/sapjvm_8
set java_cp="${admdir}/db2radm.jar:${j05exe}/db2jcc4.jar:${j05exe}/db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar"
set
set
set
set

DEBUG_OPTS=""
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose:keymanager:trustmanager"
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djava.security.debug=access:stack"
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Ddb2.jcc.propertiesFile=${DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH}/jcc.properties"

${java_home}/bin/java -classpath ${java_cp} \
${DEBUG_OPTS} -Xmx1024m
\
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InstallUtilities.GetDatabaseVersion
\
-p ${DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH} > test_db2radm.out

Then run ./call_db2radm.sh , and analyze the output from test_db2radm.out . It contains many details about
the TLS connection, handshake, chosen cipher suite, exchanged keys, and so on.
If an error occurs, a message like the following (we reformatted it here for convenience) is printed:
Error
[2020-07-15 15:36:25.702(TZ:Europe/Berlin)]:
GetDatabaseVersion():
no connect possible (sql message returned = [jcc][t4][2010][11246][4.26.14]
Connection authorization failure occurred.
Reason: Local security service non-retryable error.
ERRORCODE=-4214, SQLSTATE=28000)

Check for the meaning of the ERRORCODE in the manuals. You may get messages with additional error codes
in the z/OS console, which provide more details about the error’s root cause.
If successful, an Info message line with text Major Database Version: displays near the end of the file:
main, READ: TLSv1.2 Application Data, length = 115
Info
[2020-08-07 10:39:35.832(TZ:Europe/Berlin)]:
main, WRITE: TLSv1.2 Application Data, length = 39

Major Database Version: 12

Such an output validates the changes in the environment variables, config.xml , and URL property.
Test with JdbcCon
Java class JdbcCon is provided by SAP. It can test the validity of the properties entered in the SAP config tool
secure store without restarting the SAP Java Application Server instance.
Edit the connection pool Url property in the SAP configuration secure store as described in the section SAP
Java configuration.
Script call_jdbccon.sh is like this:
#!/bin/sh
export dbs_db2_authentication=CERTIFICATE
export dbs_db2_ssl_client_label=pijadm
export DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH=/home/pijadm/config_new
# export dbs_db2_security=SSL
pijglo=/sapmnt/PIJ/global
pijdir=/usr/sap/PIJ
pijsys=${pijdir}/SYS
j05dir=${pijdir}/J05
j05exe=${j05dir}/exe
j05bs=${j05dir}/j2ee/cluster/bootstrap
configfile=${DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH}/config.xml
java_home=${j05exe}/sapjvm_8
java_cp=${j05bs}/sap.com~tc~bl~offline_launcher~impl.jar
conn_cp=${pijsys}/exe/run/jdbcconnect.jar
conn_cp="${conn_cp}:${pijsys}/global/security/lib/tools"
conn_cp="${conn_cp}:${j05exe}/db2jcc4.jar"
conn_cp="${conn_cp}:${j05exe}/db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar"
conn_cp="${conn_cp}:${j05bs}:"
DEBUG_OPTS=""
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose:keymanager:trustmanager"
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djava.security.debug=access:stack"
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Ddb2.jcc.propertiesFile=${DB2DSDRIVER_CFG_PATH}/jcc.properties"
# DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -DdsdriverConfigFile=${configfile}"
${java_home}/bin/java -classpath ${java_cp} \
${DEBUG_OPTS}
\
com.sap.engine.offline.OfflineToolStart
\
-quiet com.sap.inst.jdbc.connect.JdbcCon
\
${conn_cp}: -sec PIJ:PIJ
\
-logFile test_JdbcConnect.log > test_JdbcConnect.traces
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The critical parameter in the last command is -sec PIJ:PIJ . It links to the SAP secure store and gets the
JDBC Url property as any SAP application would do.
Files test_JdbcConnect.* contain the output logs and traces. If an error occurs, analyze the log and trace
files. A successful log output should look like this:
Start: Mon Aug 03 11:59:29 CEST 2020
OK: connected to PIJ on jdbc/pool/PIJ
OK: disconnected
Stop: Mon Aug 03 11:59:30 CEST 2020

Such an output validates the configuration in the SAP secure store.
Copy changes to SAP Java global
When both scripts have run successfully, implement the changes for the SAP Java Application Server
instance.
• Change /sapmnt/PIJ/global/config.xml
• Change environment variables, for example, in ~/.dbenv.csh
• If not already done, change the Url property for the connection pool in the SAP configuration tool secure
store
• Stop SAP, source the environment variables, and restart SAP
Finally, check the SAP logs and log into your Java Application Server instance.
Additional function and regression tests
We wanted to ensure that the business continuity of SAP works as expected after the introduction of TLS.
Therefore, we ran a suite of tests, including unplanned and planned outage scenarios with Db2 connection
failover.
See the document SAP on IBM Z: Business Continuity for SAP on IBM Z (Edition 2022, SC33-8206-13). We
executed some maintenance scenarios described in chapter 10, section Change management during SAP
operation.
Note: Some of these tests can be executed, even if your SAP system is not operated under a business
continuity solution, for example, not managed by IBM System Automation for z/OS.
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Independent test with Java
Once certificates have been created and the z/OS parts are configured, you can test them independently
with a standalone Java program like in the following subsections.
The advantage of using this as a first test is that a running SAP production environment is not impacted.
Create class CommonQuery
We created a class named CommonQuery . We highlight the relevant parts here. First, we create a small class
with a log() utility method.
import
import
import
import
import

java.sql.*;
java.text.SimpleDateFormat;
java.util.Date;
java.util.Properties;
java.util.TimeZone;

class CommonQuery {
static SimpleDateFormat TimeTextFormat;
static {
TimeTextFormat = new SimpleDateFormat("HH:mm:ss.SSS");
TimeTextFormat.setTimeZone( TimeZone.getTimeZone( "UTC" ));
try {
Class.forName( "com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver" );
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
static void log( String text ) {
long elapsedTime = new Date().getTime() - startTime;
String elapsedText = TimeTextFormat.format( new Date(elapsedTime) );
System.out.println( elapsedText +" +++ "+ text );
}
}

Then insert a main() method and populate it with the following constants for JDBC. Add logic to read the
values from a properties file or arguments for more flexibility.
public static void main( String args[] ) {
// Set these variables from arguments or input file
boolean modeSendPW = false;
boolean modeTLS = false;
boolean modeTLSv12 = false;
String host = "jdbc:db2://ihsapde.wdf.sap.corp:";
String port = "10860";
String ddfLocation = "/DDFSGR";
String userid = "SAPJAVA";
String passwd = "YourSecureUserPassword";
String keyStore = "/home/pijadm/certs/pijadm.jks";
String keySType = "jks";
String keySPass = "YourSecureStorePassword";
String communicationMode = "non-TLS";
long startTime = (new Date()).getTime();
log( "CommonQuery start" );
}

Inside of main() , append these lines to set the JDBC properties. We use flags to control what will be set.
Properties properties = new Properties();
properties.put( "currentPackageSet", "NULLID" );
if (modeSendPW || !modeTLS) { // User credentials required here
properties.put( "user", userid );
properties.put( "password", passwd );
}
if (modeTLS) {
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port = "10863";
properties.put( "sslConnection", "true" );
properties.put( "sslTrustStoreLocation", keyStore );
properties.put( "sslTrustStorePassword", keySPass );
properties.put( "sslTrustStoreType", keySType );
properties.put( "sslKeyStoreLocation", keyStore );
properties.put( "sslKeyStorePassword", keySPass );
properties.put( "sslKeyStoreType", keySType );
properties.put( "securityMechanism", "18" );
communicationMode = "TLS";
}
if (modeTLSv12) {
communicationMode = "TLSv1.2";
properties.put( "sslVersion", "TLSv1.2" );
}
log( "Use "+ communicationMode +" mode on port "+ port );
Connection con = null;
Statement stmt = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
String url = host+port+ddfLocation;

Append a try/catch block into main() :
try {
// SQL statements here
} catch( SQLException e ) {
log( "SQLException: "+ e.getMessage() +"\n" );
e.printStackTrace();
} finally {
log( "Close connection" );
try {
if ((con != null) && !con.isClosed()) {
con.close();
}
} catch( SQLException e ) {
log( "Error when trying to close connection" );
log( "SQLException: "+ e.getMessage() +"\n" );
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
log( "CommonQuery end" );

Inside the try/catch block, replace the SQL statements here comment with the following logic:
log( "Connect to: "+url );
con = DriverManager.getConnection( url, properties );
con.setAutoCommit( true );
stmt = con.createStatement();
log( "Execute SELECT query with result set" );
rs = stmt.executeQuery(
"SELECT creator, name, CURRENT SQLID as myID "+
"FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES "+
"WHERE creator LIKE 'SAP%' "+
"FETCH FIRST 5 ROWS ONLY"
);
int count=0;
while (rs.next()) { // Print the found table names
if (count == 0) {
String s3 = rs.getString(3);
log( "Current SQLID = "+ s3 );
}
String s1 = rs.getString(1);
String s2 = rs.getString(2);
log( "Table NAME = "+ s1 + "." + s2 );
count++;
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}
log( "Total: "+ count +" rows" );
log( "Close result set" );
rs.close();
rs = null;
log( "Close statement" );
stmt.close();
stmt = null;

Compile and run
Find the SAP JVM location and use it as JAVA_HOME in the script to compile CommonQuery below. If you use
another JVM, then set JAVA_HOME accordingly.
#!/bin/sh
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/sapjvm_8
export PATH="${PATH}:${JAVA_HOME}/bin"
javac CommonQuery.java

Then find the Db2 JDBC driver and license directory to set the Java classpath in the run script. We used the
installed SAP Java directory, but you can use another one, in which case you set variable j05exe
accordingly.
#!/bin/sh
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe/sapjvm_8
export PATH="${PATH}:${JAVA_HOME}/bin"
j05exe=/usr/sap/PIJ/J05/exe
JAVA_CP=".:${j05exe}/db2jcc4.jar:${j05exe}/db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar"
DEBUG_OPTS=""
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose:keymanager:trustmanager"
DEBUG_OPTS="${DEBUG_OPTS} -Djava.security.debug=access:stack"
java -cp ${JAVA_CP} ${DEBUG_OPTS} CommonQuery $* > debug_java.txt

Run the program and check the output file debug_java.txt . This output is very verbose because it contains
TLS-related debug information.
If an error occurs, you usually get one or more SQLException and ERRORCODE to analyze. You may get
messages with additional error codes in the z/OS console, which provide more details about the error’s root
cause.
If successful, you should see an output similar to this one near the end of the file:
main, READ: TLSv1.2 Application Data, length = 958
00:00:37.730 +++ Current SQLID = SAPJAVA
00:00:37.730 +++ Table NAME = SAPJ1.BC_ACA_DC_DATA
00:00:37.730 +++ Table NAME = SAPJ1.BC_ACA_FUN_DATA
00:00:37.730 +++ Table NAME = SAPJ1.BC_ACA_FUN_DC_MAP
00:00:37.730 +++ Table NAME = SAPJ1.BC_ACA_ID_ALLOC
00:00:37.730 +++ Table NAME = SAPJ1.BC_CMSRTS
00:00:37.731 +++ Total: 5 rows
00:00:37.731 +++ Close result set
00:00:37.731 +++ Close statement
00:00:37.731 +++ Close connection

This ensures that the z/OS RACF key ring, AT-TLS and Db2 were correctly configured, and that the
certificates were mutually accepted on both sides of the communication.
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